Characteristics of human arterial smooth muscle cell cultures infected with cytomegalovirus.
Distinct, sequential events occurring during the destruction and simultaneous regrowth of human arterial smooth muscle cell (SMC) cultures infected with cytomegalovirus (CMV, AD169 strain) were characterized. The events were influenced by the typical phenotypic diversity reflecting relative states of differentiation of the SMC cultures. Progenitors of regeneration were a surviving population of small, undifferentiated or relatively undifferentiated SMCs. As these cells reached confluence focally, the number of cells reactive with antismooth muscle serum, i.e. differentiating, increased, and in some postconfluent foci the organization of SMCs resembled the topography of uninfected cultures. Thus, infected SMC cultures had a limited capacity to repopulate, to organize typically, and to differentiate. However, continuing cytopathic effects gradually destroyed much of the regrowth, and a relatively large, nondividing SMC with prominent cytoplasmic filaments, similar to SMCs in terminal, uninfected cultures, predominated. Infected cultures consisting overwhelmingly of the large terminal phenotype were far less productive of infectious CMV than cultures populated by SMCs with continuing capacity to divide. Gradually, cultures consisting of the terminal phenotype deteriorated as a result of sporadic cytopathic effects of CMV and an effect resembling "senescent" degeneration in uninfected, nondividing cultures in late passage. The infected, terminal phenotype could be a latent or persistent source of CMV antigen or nucleic acid-positive cells detected by different investigators in normal and in atheromatous, human tissue, assuming that it exists and survives for an extended period in vivo after infection of vascular SMC.